
101 W. University Ave.     Champaign, IL 61820     (217) 366-2222

YOUR SLEEP STUDY 
POLYSOMNOGRAM (PSG)

Your test is scheduled for  (night),   (date) at  (time).   
We want to make your sleep study as pleasant as possible. If you have any questions, please feel free to give us a call at  
(217) 366-2222.

WHY DO I NEED THIS TEST?
Your doctor suspects that a sleep disorder may be having a significant impact on your health or quality of life. Sound sleep isn’t 
just a luxury; it protects your health. Untreated sleep disorders are linked to heart attacks and strokes, and a quadrupled risk of 
serious car accidents. 

WHAT DOES THE TEST INVOLVE?
Typically, you will spend the night at the lab, wearing sensors so that technicians can monitor your sleep.

• Brainwaves: EEG sensors placed on the scalp tell how deeply you are sleeping.
•  Eye movements: EOG sensors placed near your eyes show us how your eyes are moving,  

which helps us evaluate REM sleep.
• Heartbeat: EKG sensors on your torso show us your cardiac rhythms.
• Muscles: EMG sensors on your chin show us muscle tension; leg sensors show muscular jerks.
• Airflow: sensors under your nose show us your breathing patterns.
• Respiratory belts: elastic bands at your chest and abdomen show us your effort to breathe.
• Oxygen: a sensor taped to your finger shows us your oxygen level.

It takes a while to get ready for the test. Expect to go to bed about 1 – 2 hours after you arrive. We rub your skin with a  
gritty material to remove dead skin cells. It feels like rubbing wet sand between your fingers. Sensors are attached with tape  
or a special paste. Most people sleep reasonably well. The tech may need to enter your room during the night if sensors  
loosen or fall off. You can adjust the room temperature and lighting. Each room has TV with limited cable channels. A floor  
fan is available.

HOW SHOULD I PREPARE?
•  Our physician needs to know about your sleep habits and medical history in order to interpret your test.  

Please fill out our questionnaire (this form may have been given to you at the doctor’s office. The form can  
also be found on the Christie Clinic website under Specialties/Sleep Center/Patient Resources).

•  Unless your doctor gave different instructions, continue to take your usual medications. Be prepared to tell  
us what medicines and herbal supplements you have taken in the past 24 hours.

•  Try to avoid caffeine (coffee, soda, tea, chocolate) the afternoon of your test. Do keep track of your caffeine  
and alcohol intake on the day of your test. You’ll be asked to report it.

•  Unusual nasal congestion may be a problem, since we are studying your breathing pattern. Call the lab if you are uncertain. 
If you need to cancel due to a cold, please give us more than 24 hours’ notice. (You may be charged a $300.00 fee if you  
no-show or cancel on shorter notice.)

•  Your skin and hair should be clean and dry. Please don’t wear any makeup, body lotions, or hair products,  
which can interfere with the sensors.

• Men without beard should shave before the test, as stubble can interfere with the sensors.
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WHAT SHOULD I BRING WITH ME?
•  Current insurance card(s).
•  Questionnaire (given at a previous appointment or downloaded from the Christie Clinic website).
•  Loose-fitting two-piece nightclothes (avoid silky fabrics; baggy t-shirt and knit shorts are fine.)
•  Any medications you may need during your stay (none will be supplied by our staff.) 
•  Book or magazine if you like to read before bed.
• Y ou can bring a cell phone, but it must be turned off at “Lights Out”.

IS SMOKING PERMITTED?
As a health facility providing respiratory treatments, we cannot permit smoking in or around the facility. Smoking electronic 
devices and/or the use of tobacco products will also be prohibited outside the facility on clinic property including parking lots, 
sidewalks or within 100 feet of the facility.

WHEN CAN I GO HOME?
Most patients leave the lab between 6 and 7am, the morning after their test. However, there are some exceptions to this rule. 
Some patients have an additional day test, following the night test. Shift workers’ appointments may be scheduled at unusual 
times. If you need to leave the lab at a certain time, please tell your tech before the test. (Be aware that most insurance 
companies require us to collect at least 6 hours of data after “Lights Out”, whether you sleep or not, in order to pay for the 
test.) Because your sleep may be shorter or more disrupted than usual, you may wish to arrange for a ride in the morning.  
You should not drive if you are drowsy, as this can be dangerous.

IS THE TEST COVERED BY INSURANCE? 
Sleep studies are covered by most major medical plans. The percentage of coverage depends on your specific plan. Contact 
your insurance company or Christie Customer Service at (217) 366-1382 if you have questions about your coverage. If you 
have a co-payment or prepayment due, please make arrangements to pay Christie Clinic Association prior to the test. We do 
not collect money at the sleep lab.

HOW DO I GET THERE?
We are located at 101 W. University Avenue in Champaign, on the third floor behind the Neurology Department.  At night, the 
building is locked for security purposes. Please call (217) 372-7481 to let them know you have arrived, and security will meet 
you at the main doors and bring you to the sleep lab. If you need additional directions, give us a call.

WHEN WILL I GET THE RESULTS?
Because we collect so many kinds of data, and for such a long time, sleep studies often require more processing time than other 
medical tests. A sleep tech scores the test, and then one or more sleep physicians read the test and interpret it. The sleep lab 
will send you your test results as soon as possible, usually within two weeks. If you are set up with MyChart, we will send the 
results to your portal.  All patients should also have a follow-up appointment with a sleep physician, for a detailed discussion of 
the test results and other possible sleep issues.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
If your results show a breathing disorder such as obstructive sleep apnea, you may be prescribed a machine called APAP 
(automatic positive airway pressure).  This machine uses pressurized air to keep your airway from closing.  The APAP can tell 
when you are snoring or having breathing problems and will change its pressure to try to help you breathe better.  The air is 
delivered to you through a mask that you would wear.  Most APAP masks fit over your nose, although there are many different 
types of masks.
If your study shows you have severe sleep apnea, you might be asked to come back for a second sleep study that focuses on 
treatment rather than diagnosis. You would be hooked up to the sensors again, but this time you would also try a machine called 
CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure). The purpose of the test is to see if CPAP can correct your breathing problem, and 
if so, what settings you should use to get the best results. Questions? Give us a call at (217) 366-2222.


